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Most mutual funds adopt investment styles that cluster around a broad marketbenchmark. Few funds take extreme positions away from the index, but those who do are
more likely to favor growth stocks and past winners. The bias toward glamour and the
tendency of poorly performingvalue funds to shift styles may reflect agency and behavioral considerations.After adjusting for style, there is evidence that growth managers
on average outperformvalue managers.Though a fund's factor loadings and its portfolio characteristicsgenerally yield similar conclusions about its style, an approachusing
portfolio characteristicspredicts fund returnsbetter.

Many crucial investment decisions are commonly delegated to professional
investment managers. Portfolio managers, however, follow a wide variety
of approaches and adopt different criteria for stock selection-identifying
underappreciatedor cheap securities, seeking growth potential, or following
past price trends,to cite a few examples.
The bewilderingvarietyof approachesfollowed by money managersraises
two broadquestions. The first concerns the natureof the productthat professionally managed funds deliver. In the case of mutual funds, a fund's stated
objective (such as growth, income, or balanced)historically served as a limited form of product differentiation.However, these descriptions are generally too vague to be very informative.Because money managers are given
much latitude,the agency aspect of their roles promptsa second question. In
particular,managers' personal career considerationsmay lead them to alter
their behavior and adopt approachesthat are more in favor with investors
and financial consultants,with possibly adverse consequences for fund performance.This article provides evidence on these two questions, focusing on
the investmentapproachesfollowed by equity mutual fund managers.
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The institutionalinvestmentcommunityhas respondedto the proliferation
of investment approachesby more closely scrutinizinga manager's investment style. The heightened attention to style is driven by several motives.
Accounting for style aids performanceevaluationby giving a clearerpicture
of a manager's stock selection skill. The manager of a portfolio of small
stocks may appearto disappointrelative to a broad marketindex, for example, but performancemay be outstandingrelativeto a small stock benchmark.
A second motive is to enhance control of the portfolio's overall risk. For
example, a pension plan sponsormight select a few active managerswho are
expected to yield superiorperformance.This may be scant comfort,however,
if they all follow similar styles and select similar stocks, so that the overall
portfolio is highly undiversifiedrelative to a broadbenchmark.
The explosion of assets undermanagementby mutualfunds in recentyears
has intensifiedthe focus on style. Equity funds' net assets soared from $240
billion in 1990 to $4 trillion in 1999. In part, the growth has been fueled by
the rise in defined contributionor 401(k) pension assets. Administratorsof
such plans have a fiduciaryresponsibilityto provide a varietyof asset classes
to participants.Accordingly, many plans provide a menu of funds drawn
from differentstyles. More generally,individualinvestorsare becoming more
knowledgeableaboutallocatingtheir assets across funds with differentstyles.
This article's analysis of the product offered by mutual funds uses a
style classification scheme that draws on academic research on the behavior of stock returns. It is widely used in the pension fund industry and is
quickly becoming the norm in the mutual fund industry,forming the basis
of approachesadoptedby majorfund trackerssuch as Morningstarand Lipper Analytical Services.' Specifically, the style categories are based on two
dimensions: market capitalization and value-growth orientation. Given the
large amount of money that is allocated on the basis of the size-value style
classification, it is importantto evaluate whether it provides a meaningful
descriptionof fund managers'behavior.
Specifically, we begin by providingevidence supportingthe usefulness of
size and value-growthas style descriptors.Given that this approachhelps
describe a fund's producttype, we documentthe characteristicsof fund portfolios. We also analyze consistency in fund styles over time and the forces
that may drive managersto change styles. Although the issue of fund performance is not our main concern,our analysis lets us check whetherdifferences
in style are associated with differences in performance.Finally, this article
comparesdifferentmethods of style identification.
Our analysis adds to the existing literaturein several respects. On the
methodologicalfront, we directly confront the size-value style classification
'Hemmerick (1998) reports on software, based on work by William Sharpe, to analyze a fund's style along
similar dimensions.
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scheme with several alternativesbased on expanded style dimensions. Previous research [Brown and Goetzmann (1997), Carhart(1997)] shows that
size and value help accountfor differencesin fund performance,but no direct
comparisonswith more general style factorshave been undertaken.Insteadof
basing a fund's style on the sensitivities of its returnto factors, an alternative
approachuses the characteristicsof the fund's holdings. Grinblattand Titman (1989) and Daniel et al. (1997) use such an approachto evaluate fund
performance.On a related note, Daniel and Titman (1997) find that stock
characteristicsdo betterthan factor loadings in explainingthe cross-sectional
behaviorof averagereturns.We confrontthe return-basedand characteristicsbased approachesto style classification.
The results on funds' styles highlight the potential importanceof nonperformancedistortions(because of agency or other reasons). Numerousstudies
generally indicate that mutual funds as a group do not outperformpassive
benchmarks.2This finding is even more striking when juxtaposed against
the voluminous research documenting various returnanomalies. For example, a portfolio of "value"stocks (with high ratios of book-to-marketvalue of
equity) generatedon paperreturnsthathave in the past substantiallyexceeded
the return on the Standard& Poor's (S&P) 500 index. The puzzle then is
why so few funds consistently generate superior performance.One explanation borrows from related research on the pension fund industry (which
generally has not displayed superiorperformanceeither). Although there are
importantdifferencesin the structuresof the pension and mutualfund industries, the conjectureis that mutual fund managers'behaviormay be colored
by considerationsbeyond the maximizationof portfolio returnor diversification.3 Insofaras these choices degradeperformance,the result is the general
underperformanceof mutualfunds.
In turn, funds' preference for one investment style over another (due to
behavioralor agency reasons) may affect the structureof asset prices. Barberis and Shleifer (2000) show how funds' pursuitof styles can account for
observed patternsin stock returns.For example, if funds favor a style and
allocate more resources to that style than is warrantedby underlyingfundamentals,the prices of stocks belonging to that style categorymay temporarily
deviate from fair values. Although we do not study the performanceof the

2

See, for example, Jensen (1968), Ippolito (1989), Elton et al. (1993), and Malkiel (1995). Other studies
examine whether there is persistence in performance [Grinblattand Titman (1992), Hendricks, Patel, and
Zeckhauser(1993), Brown and Goetzmann(1995), Elton, Gruber,and Blake (1996)].
3 Some evidence is accumulatingabout mutualfund managers'incentives and how they shape funds' behavior.
Grinblatt,Titman, and Wermers(1995) investigate herding behavior for mutual funds. Brown, Harlow, and
Starks(1996), Chavalierand Ellison (1997) find that a mutualfund's past performanceaffects its futurerisktaking behavior.Khorana(1996) documentsthat priorto a change in management,a fund's portfolio turnover
tends to be relativelyhigh, possibly reflectingwindow-dressingor herdingbehavior.Karceski's(1998) model
suggests that funds tend to favor growth stocks over value stocks.
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different style classes, our analysis identifies the relative concentrationof
funds across styles.4
We sharpen our evidence on funds' product types and the presence of
nonperformancedistortionsby checking for consistency in styles. The notion
that styles delineatedistinctfund productsrests on the premise that managers
who follow a specific style select from a well-defined domain, such as small
stocks or growth stocks. In this respect, checking for consistency helps verify that styles correspondto meaningfuldimensions of fund behavior.More
practically,drift in a fund's style introducesadditionalvariabilityin the overall portfolio relative to a benchmark.Style drifts may reflect the manager's
attemptto time the style indices. Alternativelya managermay deviate from
his declared style in hopes of recovering from past losses or to follow the
crowd and adoptwhicheverstyle has been successful. Accordingly,we check
whetherfunds are successful in timing styles and if they alter their styles in
response to past performance.
Our results are as follows. We confirm that size and book-to-marketprovide useful descriptorsof fund styles. A three-factormodel thatincludes these
style dimensions does about as well as more elaborate style-classification
methods on an out-of-sample basis. Fund styles tend to cluster around a
broad index, such as the S&P 500 index, with few funds taking extreme
positions relative to the index. When they choose to stray from the benchmark, however, they are more prone to favor growth stocks and stocks with
good past performance.These results from the mutualfund industry,together
with related evidence from the pension fund industry, are consistent with
explanationsrelated to agency or behavioralfactors.
Funds overall are consistent in following their styles, confirmingthat the
dimensions we use are helpful in distinguishing fund product types. Style
shifts are most notable for funds with poor past performance,particularlyin
the case of value funds that have performedpoorly. These results on style
shifts are also consistent with an agency or behavioralexplanation.
In the aggregate, funds do not possess any ability to time the style factors. Following up on a common belief among investmentmanagers,we find
some evidence that on a style-adjustedbasis, growth fund managerstend to
outperformvalue managers.
Our basic findings are not sensitive to how we identify fund style. Confrontingthe returns-basedand characteristics-basedapproachesin those cases
where they differ,we find that the approachbased on portfolio characteristics
tends to do a betterjob in predictingfuturefund performance.
The rest of the article is organizedas follows. Section 1 describesthe data
and provides evidence supportingthe size-value approachto style classification. Section 2 gives some details on the characteristicsof mutual fund
4Chan,Karceski, and Lakonishok(2000) provide evidence on the recent operatingperformanceof size-value
equity asset classes.
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portfolios. Section 3 examines funds' exposures to common returnfactors.
As a bridge to prior research,we also provide some results on average fund
performanceclassified by style in Section 4. Section 5 deals with funds' style
timing and whether style shifts are related to past performance.A comparison of the two approachesto style analysis is containedin Section 6. A final
section concludes.

1. Mutual Fund Investment Styles
1.1 Data
Ouranalysis is based on two data sets from Moringstar. The sample includes
all domestic equity funds existing at the end of 1997. Data on defunct funds
are availableas well, but they begin only in 1989. Given that our focus is on
fund styles and not fund performance,the presence of a survivorshipbias in
the earlier years of the sample period may be less worrisome.The first data
set reports monthly fund returnsfrom January 1976 to December 1997. A
second data set reports funds' portfolio holdings beginning in 1983. After
merging the two data sets and checking against the Compustatfile, there are
3336 funds with informationon returnsand holdings as of the end of 1997.
Table 1 reports the number of funds at the end of each calendar year
over the sample period. The size of the sample grows over time, with particularly high growth during the 1990s. In addition, the table compares the
performanceof the sample with the return on several market indices. To
measure aggregate fund performance,we compute monthly returns on the
equally weighted portfolio of funds and then compoundto get calendaryear
returns.Average returnsfor the fund sample are calculated over the period
startingin 1979, when the Russell indexes begin.5 The verdict on aggregate
performanceis familiar-net of expenses, the fund sample fails to match the
performanceof the overall market.The average returnon the fund portfolio
is 16.32%,which is lower than the returnon any of the other marketindices.
In particular,funds' averageunderperformancerelativeto the S&P 500 index
is 1.6%. This is not too far from estimates of funds' expense ratios that have
been reportedin other studies [for example, Carhart(1997), Gruber(1996),
Sirri and Tufano (1998)]. Note that the evidence suggests underperformance
even before taking into account the survivorshipbias that affects this sample
before 1989.6

5 The Russell 1000 and Russell 2000 indexes are
widely used as benchmarksby investment managers and
consultants. The Russell 1000 index is a value-weighted index of the largest 1000 U.S. stocks, and the
Russell 2000 index is a value-weightedindex of the next 2000 largest U.S. stocks.
6

Part of the mutual funds' portfolios may also be held as cash, representinga drag on performance(and on
volatility as well) relative to equities over most of this period.
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Table 1
Description of sample of mutual funds and aggregate performance
Returnon:
Year-end
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

1993
1994
1995

1996
1997
Mean (1979-1997)
Standarddeviation
(1979-1997)

Total number Equally weighted
of funds
portfolio of funds
270
284
294
300
310
325
352

398
452
519

623
737

852
893
962
1032
1177
1314

1998
2440
2789
3336

26.36
2.25
11.54
27.12
32.21
-0.12
26.30
21.02
-0.73

27.27
14.14
1.95
14.37

22.47
-5.14
33.39

8.68
12.76

-1.75
31.22

CRSP

Russell 1000

Russell 2000

18.44
32.42
-4.91

22.32
31.88
-5.09

43.09

21.41

20.32

22.51
6.27

22.12
4.73

24.95
29.12
-7.30

31.16
16.89

32.16
18.47

32.26
17.86

2.81
17.50
29.37
-4.82
30.57

5.23
16.81
31.49

2.93
17.24
30.41

26.52
-4.16
7.81

23.58
32.74
-4.27
20.18
23.06
5.10

8.00
10.97
-0.63

S&P 500
23.85
-7.18
6.57

-3.17
30.55
7.67

9.99
1.31

-4.14
33.01
9.04

10.17
0.37

35.73
21.25

37.43

37.78

19.95

23.07

22.42

24.97

30.46

33.36

32.83

16.32
12.66

17.36
13.58

17.92

17.81

13.22

13.59

38.60
2.05

31.05
5.68
-8.76
24.91
16.24
-19.52

46.03
18.42

18.90
-1.83
28.45
16.51
22.37
17.31
18.13

At the end of each calendaryear from 1976 to 1997 the numberof domestic equity mutualfunds with at least one observation
on monthlyrate of returnthat year is reported.Monthly rates of returnare calculatedfor the equally weighted portfolio of funds
with available data and are compoundedover the calendaryear to obtain annual rates of return.Also reportedare the annual
returnsfor the CRSP value-weightedindex (denoted CRSP), the S&P 500, the Russell 1000 index, and the Russell 2000 index.
The last two rows reportthe mean and standarddeviation of returns(over the period 1979-97) on the portfolio of funds and
the marketindexes.

1.2 Size and value as style dimensions
Though many style dimensions might be used, in practice investmentmanagers generally tend to break the domestic equity investmentuniverse down
into four classes: large-capitalizationor small-capitalizationgrowth stocks
and large-capitalizationor small-capitalizationvalue stocks.7 Correspondingly, we focus on two dimensionsto identify a manager'sstyle: size (defined
by the stock's equity marketcapitalization),and value-growth(book-to-market
value of equity). Perhapsnot surprisingly,academic researchalso finds that
size and book-to-marketare importantfor capturingthe variation in stock
returns[see, for example, Famaand French(1992, 1993) and Chan, Karceski,
and Lakonishok(1998)].
Although the style dimensions we use are widely accepted in practice,
it is possible that they do not fully correspond to the investment criteria
fund managers actually use. To begin, then, we provide evidence that size
and book-to-marketare meaningful descriptorsof fund style. In particular,
7 For example, most pension plan sponsorsuse these categorieswhen they screeninvestmentmanagers.Recently

anotherclass, midcapitalizationstocks, has emerged.
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if fund managers' investmentdomains coincide with these dimensions, then
a fund's returnshould track its style-specific benchmark(based on size and
book-to-market)more closely than a generic benchmark(such as the S&P
500). More generally,we can generate a fund's customized benchmarkfrom
different style classification models. The models can then be compared on
the basis of how much a fund's realized returnsdeviate from the returnson
the various style-specific benchmarks.
We provide results for the following style classification procedures.The
S&P 500 index is a popular yardstick for mutual fund performance,so we
take it as our first style benchmark.The other proceduresare based on estimated time-series regressions of the form
K

rpt rft = ap + E

i
pjt+

t-

(1)

j=l

Here rptis the returnin month t for fund p, rf is the returnon a one-month
Treasurybill, and sjt are K style indices. The estimated coefficients j8 in
Equation(1) representfund p's average style over the estimationperiod with
respect to each of the indices.
Our models vary with respect to the choice of style indices. Fama and
French (1992, 1993) find that three factors-the marketand mimicking portfolios for size and book-to-market-can explain the cross-section of average
returnsand the common variationin returns.Accordingly,we use the FamaFrench factors as style indices, so a fund's loadings on the factors provide
one way to identify a fund's style. Alternativelywe use for the style indices
either the first three or four statistical factors extracted from stock returns
using the asymptoticprincipalcomponentsmethod of Connorand Korajczyk
(1991).8 Brown and Goetzmann (1997) perform a cluster analysis on fund
returnsand identify eight style dimensions. In our applicationof their style
model we use for sjt the returnson five of the Brown and Goetzmannindices
(correspondingto the returnson growth and income, growth, income, value,
and glamourfunds).9
Sharpe (1992) provides a different style classification procedure that is
widely used in the investmentmanagementindustry.This procedureregresses
a fund's returnon the returnsto cash and a variety of equity classes. The
regression coefficients are constrained to be nonnegative and sum to one,
so they can be interpretedas portfolio weights. The model thus yields the
fund's effective asset mix. In our implementationof this approachwe use four
equity classes: the Russell 1000 value index, the Russell 1000 growth index,
8 The data on the
principalcomponents were graciously supplied by Bob Korajczyk.
9 Because our sample includes only domestic equity funds, we exclude three other style indices representing
global timing, international,and metal funds. We thankStephen Brown and William Goetzmannfor supplying
the data on their style centers.
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the Russell 2000 value index, and the Russell 2000 growth index.'? Adding
the coefficients on the small value and small growth indices, for instance,
capturesthe fund's orientationtowardsize. Because negative weights are not
allowed underthis procedure,a fund cannot be more aggressive on the sizevalue dimensions than the Russell indices. As anotherdifference, note that
in the Fama-Frenchmodel the effect of one style factor on returnis largely
independentof the level of the other factor.The book-to-marketfactor each
month, for example, is measuredas the returnaveragedacross big and small
value stocks, minus the returnaveragedacross big and small glamourstocks.
In this respect the Fama-Frenchthree-factormodel does not capturepotential differencesin the value effect across big and small stocks." On the other
hand, the Sharpe model allows for separateeffects from each of the underlying equity asset classes and so might provide a more accuratecustomized
style benchmark.
At each year end from 1978 to 1996, we construct for each fund customized benchmarksusing different style models. We compare the models
in terms of the cross-sectional distributionof funds' trackingerror volatilities (the standarddeviation of the difference between the fund's returnand
the returnon its style benchmark).To avoid data-snooping,we use one time
period (the prior 36 months) to estimate the parametersused in the style
benchmark,and a disjoint time period (the subsequent 12 months) to calculate the trackingerrorvolatility.Table2 reportsthe decile breakpointsfor the
distributionof out-of-sampletrackingerrorvolatility (in percent per month)
from each style model. When measured against the S&P 500, the median
tracking error volatility is 1.95% per month (or 6.74% on an annualized
basis). The principalcomponentsmodels fare worst in predictingfund returns
out of sample. Median trackingerrorvolatilities are the highest for the principal components models (above 2.60% per month, or 9% annualized).Our
verdict on the poor performanceof the principalcomponentsmodels echoes
the findings of Farnsworthet al. (2000), who compare the average pricing
errorsgeneratedby a variety of asset pricing models in a controlled sample.
In comparisonmedian trackingerrorvolatilities from the three-factor,Brown
and Goetzmann and Sharpe models tend to bunch together between 1.4%
and 1.5% per month (or 4.8% and 5.3% per year).
Another way to judge a model's ability to capturefund styles is to look
at the dispersion across funds' tracking error volatilities. When a general
benchmarksuch as the S&P 500 is used, tracking error volatilities range
from 1.03% at the tenth decile to 3.78% at the ninth, yielding a large difference of 2.75%. Using a customized benchmarkthat is more closely aligned
10

Stocks within the Russell 1000 (or Russell 2000) set are subdividedinto a growthcategoryand value category
based on book-to-marketand earnings growth forecast.

As an illustrationof how the Fama-Frenchassumptionmight not be consistent with the data, in 1999 large
value stocks outperformedsmall value stocks, but small growth stocks did better than large growth stocks.
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Table 2
Decile breakpoints for out-of-sample tracking error volatility (percent per month) from different style
classification models
Style model

I (low)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 (high)

S&P 500
Fama-French
Three principal
components
Four principal
components
Brown-Goetzmann
Sharpe

1.033
0.856
1.586

1.281
1.038
1.919

1.488
1.193
2.164

1.697
1.347
2.386

1.947
1.511
2.600

2.227
1.690
2.817

2.567
1.917
3.085

3.018
2.207
3.400

3.775
2.724
3.977

1.600

1.954

2.205

2.430

2.649

2.883

3.146

3.481

4.065

0.825
0.793

1.000
0.970

1.151
1.110

1.311
1.254

1.470
1.405

1.640
1.577

1.853
1.784

2.162
2.054

2.676
2.562

At the end of each year from 1978 to 1996 each fund is assigned a style benchmark(either the S&P 500 or based on one
of five estimated style models). For each estimated style model, the model parametersare estimated for each fund using the
prior 36 months of data. The fitted values from each model, using the estimated parametersalong with realized values of
variables in the model over the subsequent 12 months, yield each fund's style benchmark.A fund's out-of-sample tracking
errorvolatility is the standarddeviation of the differences between the fund's realized returnand its fitted style benchmarkover
the subseqentyear. Decile breakpointsare calculatedfor the distributionof trackingerrorvolatilities across all available funds
each year. The weighted averages of these breakpointsacross all years in the sample period are reported,where each year's
weight is the numberof available funds that year. The style classification models are as follows. For the S&P 500 model, the
style benchmarkis the returnon the S&P 500; the out-of-sample tracking error volatility is the standarddeviation over the
subsequent12 months of the difference between the fund's returnand the returnon the S&P 500. In the Fama-Frenchprincipal
components,Brown-Goetzmannand Sharpemodels 36 months of past data are used to estimate the parametersin a regression:
rpt - rft = Cp + z'fp + ept, where rpt is the returnon fund p in month t, rft is the returnon a one-monthTreasurybill, and z'
is a row vector of returnson style indices. In the Fama-Frenchmodel the style indices are the three Fama-French(1993) factors:
the value-weighted market portfolio and zero-investmentmimicking portfolios for size and book-to-market.In the principal
components models the style indices are the first three or four principalcomponents using the Connor and Korajczyk(1991)
asymptoticprincipalcomponentsmethod. In the Brown-Goetzmannmodel the style indices are the returnson five style centers
from a cluster analysis of fund returns;the centers correspondto growthand income, growth, income, value, and glamourfunds.
In the Sharpemodel the style indices are the returns(in excess of the monthly Treasurybill return)on the Russell 1000 value,
the Russell 1000 growth, the Russell 2000 value, and Russell 2000 growth indices. The coefficients fp in the Sharpemodel are
constrainedto be nonnegative,and their sum does not exceed one. Due to data availability,the sample period is 1981-96 for
the Sharpemodel and 1978-94 for the Brown-Goetzmannmodel.

with a fund's style should lower the range across funds. On this basis the
models based on principalcomponentsprovide almost no help in identifying
fund style. The range between the first and ninth deciles using either three or
four principalcomponents(2.39% and 2.47%, respectively)is almost as large
as the range using only the S&P 500. On the other hand the three factor and
the Brown and Goetzmann models generate lower dispersion across funds,
and the ranges from these models are similar (1.87% and 1.85%, respectively). The Sharpe model generates the smallest variationin trackingerror
volatilities (1.77%).
In short, Table 2 provides confidence that size and book-to-marketdo
a good job in summarizingmutual fund managers' investment styles. This
approachdoes aboutas well as the Brown and Goetzmannmodel, which calibratesstyle dimensionsusing historicalfund returns.The size-value approach
is also relatively straightforwardto apply and interpret.Furthermore,the
three-factormodel has a direct connection to the literatureon empiricalasset
pricing, as well as researchon performanceevaluationand attribution.Fama
and French (1996) and Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) provide evidence that
past stock price momentum may be another importantfactor. Accordingly,
in subsequent sections we also provide some results that are based on a
four-factormodel.
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1.3 Consistency in fund styles
A second check that our style categories are meaningful ways to portray
fund behavior is to see if there is consistency in fund styles based on size
and book-to-market.At each calendaryear end we use the past three years of
returnson a fund to estimate the three-factormodel for every availablefund.
The estimatedloadings on either the size or book-to-marketfactor are ranked
and scaled to fall between zero (for the lowest-rankedfund) and one (for the
highest-rankedfund). A high rank for a fund indicates that it is relatively
more extreme in its orientationtoward large stocks or toward value stocks.
Style consistency is measuredby the correlationbetween a fund's past style
rank, measured at year end, and its future style rank, measured at the end
of the third subsequentyear. We choose a three-yeargap so that the factor
loadings can be estimated over nonoverlappingperiods. We also calculate
the mean absolute difference between the two periods' style ranks. Table 3
provides the results, based on the pooled sample of fund-yearobservations.
There appearsto be some overall consistency in funds' styles over time.
For all funds, the correlationsbetween currentand futureloadings are about
70%. However,the averageabsolute differencesin style ranksare fairly substantial. Based on the entire fund sample, for example, the mean absolute
deviation in style ranks for book-to-marketis 0.16. Additionally, there are
numerouscases of large shifts in style: for example, the 75th percentile of
the distributionof absolute deviations in book-to-marketstyle ranks is 0.23.
The remaining rows in each panel of Table 3 correlate past and future
styles for large capitalizationand small capitalizationfunds;and for value and
Table 3
Correlations and average absolute differences between past fund style and future fund style
Futurestyle for

All funds
Large cap funds
Small cap funds
Value funds
Growthfunds

Size

Book-to-market

0.73
(0.15)
0.79
(0.15)
0.88
(0.11)
0.73
(0.16)
0.74
(0.16)

0.71
(0.16)
0.71
(0.14)
0.71
(0.18)
0.77
(0.16)
0.83
(0.14)

At the end of each year from 1984 to 1994 each fund's past style is comparedto its futurestyle. A fund's past style is measured
from its monthlyreturnsover the most recent priorthree-yearperiod, and its futurestyle is measuredfrom monthly returnsover
the subsequentthree-yearperiod. A fund's style with respect to size and with respect to book-to-marketis its loadings on size
and book-to-marketfactors, respectively, from a three-factormodel regression: rpt- rft = ap + PIp[rmt- rft]+ 32pSMBt +
(3pHMLt +ept. rpt is the returnin month t for fund p, rft is the returnon a one-monthTreasurybill, rmtis the returnon the
value-weightedportfolio of stocks listed on both the CRSP and COMPUSTATdatabases,and SMBt and HML, are the returns
on zero-investmentfactor-mimickingportfolios for size and book-to-market,respectively.Style measures(past or future)for all
funds are rankedeach year and rescaled from zero (the lowest-rankedfund) to one (the highest-rankedfund). The table reports
the simple correlationbetween past and future style rankspooled over funds and over years. Also reportedin parenthesesis the
averageabsolutedifferencebetween the past and futurestyle ranks.Statisticsare reportedfor all funds, large capitalizationfunds
(funds in the top 30% when sorted each year by style rank on size), small capitalizationfunds (funds in the bottom 30% when
sorted by size style rank), value funds (funds falling in the top 30% when sorted each year by style rank on book-to-market),
and growth funds (funds rankedin the bottom 30% when sorted by style rankon book-to-market).
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growth funds. There is more consistency within each of these style classes
than for the sample as a whole, suggesting that the dimensions we use are
informativeaboutfunds' investmentapproaches.For example, the correlation
between past and futurestyles with respectto size is 0.88 for small cap funds,
comparedto 0.73 for the overall sample.
2. Mutual Fund Portfolio Characteristics
Taking at face value the evidence on returnanomalies, an outside observer
might expect to find that mutual funds should aggressively pursue certain
investmentstrategiesthat have been documentedto produce superiorreturns
in the past. An alternativehypothesis is that managers face high personal
career risks for adoptingthese styles. Instead,they choose portfolios that do
not deviate markedly from market benchmarks [Lakonishok, Shleifer, and
Vishny (1997) refer to such behavior as "bunchingat the center"].
Related evidence on such behavior comes from the pension fund industry. In the case of defined-benefitpension plans, for instance, Lakonishok,
Shleifer, and Vishny (1992) point out that many parties influence the process of investing pension assets, including corporate managers, treasurers,
external consultants, and money managers. Given the multiplicity of such
interests, an agency problem arises. One result is that external investment
managers are evaluated not only in terms of investment performancebut
also along dimensions such as prudence,which in practice is influenced by
what other managersare doing. Accordingly,a manager'sholdings, in addition to the returnon the portfolio, are scrutinized.For example, Lakonishok,
Shleifer, and Vishny (1994) speculate that money managers'concerns about
their careers lead them to tilt towardinvesting in growth stocks.12
Based on the evidence for pension fund managers,one conjectureis that
similar nonperformanceconsiderationsaffect mutual fund managers' choice
of investmentstyles. Mechanicallyextrapolatingthe argumentabout nonperformancedistortionswithin the pension fund industryto mutualfunds would
not be appropriate,however.Unlike a pension fund, there are typically fewer
intermediariesbetween investorsand mutualfund managers.On this account
mutual fund managers should be able to concentratemore on maximizing
return for a given level of risk. However, other influences may also come
into play. Managers' personal career concerns, together with the relatively
short horizons over which they are evaluated, may induce them to play it
safe and not deviate substantiallyfrom popularbenchmarks(such as the S&P
500). Furthermore,several mutual fund companies also manage segregated
12The
agency problem in pension fund managementshows up in other forms as well. For example, Lakonishok
et al. (1991) find evidence that managers tend to rebalance their portfolios at year end away from poorly
performing(and hence potentiallyembarrassing)stocks towardlarger,more successful firms (which are easier
to justify to plan sponsors). Similarly, the pressures of relative performancebenchmarkingmay create an
incentive for institutionsto herd (buy or sell the same stocks at the same time), as studied by Lakonishok,
Shleifer, and Vishny (1992).
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accounts for pension plans. There may be room for nonperformancedistortions because some investorsare slow to move away from poorly performing
funds because of search costs [see, for example, Sirri and Tufano (1998)],
or cognitive biases [Goetzmannand Peles (1997)]. The importanceof such
distortionsin the mutualfund industryis thus an empiricalissue.
2.1 Methodology
Table4 paints a portraitof fund styles along the dimensionsof size (panel A),
book-to-market(panel B), and past returns(panels C and D). As a basis of
comparison we use the S&P 500. Though other benchmarkshave begun
Table 4
Portfolio characteristics for mutual funds
Panel A: Distribution(in percent) of fund net assets, by firm size
Sample
S&P 500
Funds
% of funds

Firm
ri

Portfolio
average 1 (small)
0.98
0.94

0.66
10.71
26.12

2

3

1.53 2.40
6.59 6.80
9.73 8.10

4

rnteanrv

C7P

3ILC CUU5vl

5

3.26 4.49
10.60 9.53
8.62 9.85

6

7

5.76
12.46
11.03

8

7.56 10.62
13.90 24.81
11.93 10.91

Panel B: Distribution(in percent)of fund net assets, by book-to-market
?Book-to-market
category
Portfolio -~~Portfolio
1
2
4
3
5
6
7
Sample
average
(growth)
S&P 500
Funds
% of funds

0.38
0.35

17.71
3.19
4.48

14.52
11.65
13.38

11.54 10.24 10.75
14.39 25.63 27.31
18.72 22.38 19.32

9

10 (large)

16.70
4.27
3.17

47.01
0.32
0.54

9

10 (value)

8

10.50 8.06
11.33 4.64
11.89 6.65

6.35 6.10
1.41 0.44
2.07 1.06

4.22
0.02
0.05

Panel C: Distribution(in percent)of fund net assets, by past three-yearreturn
returncategory
?Past
_~~~Portfolio
Portfolio

Sample
S&P 500
Funds
% of funds

average

1 (loser)

0.63
0.63

4.09
0.00
0.02

2

3

6.63 7.75
0.03 0.55
0.34 1.60

4
8.33
2.75
4.80

5

6

7

8

9

9.90 11.17 12.85 13.91 13.39
15.37 28.30 28.78 14.61 9.05
13.58 25.63 28.42 18.52 6.52

10 (winner)
11.96
0.56
0.57

Panel D: Distribution(in percent)of fund net assets, by past one-year return
returncategory
?Past
_~~~Portfolio
Portfolio

Sample
S&P 500
Funds
% of funds

average

1 (loser)

0.60
0.62

4.32
0.00
0.03

2

3

6.50 7.57
0.04 0.33
0.28 0.88

4
8.71
2.19
4.06

5

6

7

8

9

12.59 12.50 11.43 12.62 11.70
12.39 35.40 26.04 14.68 6.60
14.91 29.00 24.37 15.78 7.48

10 (winner)
12.05
2.33
3.22

The sampleperiodis January1984 to December 1997. At every calendaryear end for each fund, weighted averagecharacteristics
(expressed as percentile rankings) are calculated across all stocks held in the fund's portfolio. The calculations are based on
the fund's most recently reportedholdings as of the year end. The characteristicsare size (equity marketcapitalization),bookto-marketvalue of equity, past three-year stock return beginning four years and ending one year ago, and the most recent
past one-year stock return. Based on its portfolio characteristica fund is assigned to one of 10 groups determined by the
decile breakpointsof all domestic stocks in the S&P Composite Index. Total market value is calculated across all stocks in
the index belonging to the decile and expressed relative to the total value of stocks in the index. Total fund net assets is also
calculated across all funds assigned to the decile and expressed relative to the total net assets of all funds. The percentageof
fund observationsin each decile is also calculated.To compute the overall averagecharacteristicof the index and the aggregate
fund portfolio, all domestic equity stocks are rankedby the relevantcharacteristicand assigned a score from zero (lowest) to
one (highest). The portfolio average for the index is the capitalization-weightedaverage of these ranks across all stocks in the
index; the average for the fund portfolio is the weighted average across stocks in the aggregatedportfolio of all funds, with
weights given by the value of all funds' holdings of the stock. All the reportedstatistics are weighted averages over all year
ends, where the weights are the numberof funds reportingholdings in that year.
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to be widely accepted by investors, the S&P 500 index has been the most
popularly used reference portfolio through much of our sample period. To
give a robustperspective,we follow two approachesin measuringfund style.
First we look at the characteristicsof fund portfolios, and in the subsequent
section we look at funds' loadings on the Fama-Frenchfactors.
The details underlyingthe calculationsin Table4 are as follows. At the end
of each calendaryear all availabledomestic stocks are rankedby the relevant
characteristic(for example, size) and given a percentile ranking from zero
(for the lowest-rankedfirm) to one (for the highest-rankedfirm).13Given
the holdings of a portfolio, we can calculate the weighted average of the
percentile rankings over all stocks in the portfolio. A stock's weight is the
percent of the portfolio's value invested in the stock.
This procedurecan be appliedto any portfolio. We first comparetwo portfolios: the fund sample in the aggregate,where we pool the equity holdings
of all funds into a "superfund,"and the S&P 500 index.14This comparison
tells us whetherfunds as a whole are more or less aggressive with respect to
size or book-to-marketrelative to the index.
We also want to make comparisonsacross funds, so in our second exercise
we take the unit of analysis to be an individualfund. For each fund portfolio
we compute its weighted averagecharacteristicas described.To see whether
the fund has a more or less aggressive style, we compare it to a benchmark
distributiongiven by the stocks in the S&P 500 index. Thatis, we use the size
(or book-to-market)ranks of the stocks in the S&P 500 to determinedecile
breakpointsat each year end. Comparingeach fund's weighted averagecharacteristicto these breakpointslets us place each fund into a decile. We look
at the percentageof funds in each decile as one measureof where funds are
concentrated.In additionwe look at the distributionof funds by marketvalue
of their equity holdings. Specifically, for the benchmarkthe combined capitalization of all S&P 500 stocks in each decile is calculated and expressed
relative to the total capitalizationof the index. The ratio representsthe relative magnitudeof the asset pool availablein the benchmarkfor investorswho
wish to select from a particularcategory of size or book-to-market.Similarly,
for all funds falling in a particulardecile we calculate the total value of their
equity holdings and express this as a fraction of total fund net assets. This
fraction tells us the concentration(in terms of dollars invested) of funds in
a decile. Finally, the distributionsfor the index and for funds are averaged
across time.15As an illustration,decile 10 for the S&P 500 in Panel A of
Table4 contains the largest 10%(or 50 stocks) in the index, and these issues
on average account for 47.01% of the value of the index.
13Our use of
percentile rankings makes it more meaningful to compute averages over time when the entire
14
15

distributionof characteristics(such as marketvalue) has undergoneconsiderableshifts.
We use the most recently reportedholdings as of the year end for each of the underlyingmutualfunds.

When we average the distributionsof funds, we weight each annual observationby the numberof funds in
the sample that year.
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2.2 Size
The mutual fund sample in the aggregate tends to hold smaller firms than
those in the S&P 500 index (panel A). The weighted-averagesize characteristic for the index is 0.98, and the weighted-averagesize for the fund sample
(the superfund)is 0.94. The difference is perhaps not surprising,because
the funds cannot all be concentratedin the same set of large S&P stocks
and because there are many firms who are much smaller than those in the
index.16

There are many funds concentratingin smaller stocks compared to the
S&P 500. About 26% of the funds, for example, have a weighted-average
size rankthatplaces them in the bottom decile. However,these small capitalization funds do not amountto a large percentageof total fund holdings (for
example, the funds in the bottom decile representonly 11% of total fund
holdings). Arguably, the market for the smaller stocks may be less informationallyefficient. In this category,then, fund managersmay be operating
under the belief that they can distinguishthemselves by exploiting opportunities in small cap stocks.
2.3 Book-to-market
The superfund,which has a weighted average book-to-marketrank of 0.35
(panel B), is more oriented toward growth stocks than the S&P 500, which
has a rankof 0.38 on book-to-market.17
Nonetheless, funds tend to be heavily
clusteredaroundthe index. The S&P 500's weighted averagebook-to-market
rank puts it in the fourth decile. If we look at this and the adjacent two
deciles, we find that 60% of the funds, representing67% of fund holdings,
have averagebook-to-marketranks falling in the third to fifth deciles.
Conversely, very few funds have average book-to-marketratios that are
relatively extreme. Given the extensive evidence on book-to-marketeffects
on returns,for instance, it might be expected that there would be more concentrationof funds in stocks with high book-to-marketratios. There is little
evidence of this, however. For example, the top three deciles in Panel B
represent about 17% of the capitalizationof the S&P 500. However, only
3.2% of the funds have averagebook-to-marketranksthat put them in these
deciles. Moreover,these funds are relatively small, accountingfor only 1.9%
of holdings. At the other tail of the distribution,the bottom decile makes up
roughlythe same percentage(about 18%)of the capitalizationof the index as
the top threedeciles. Here, however,funds appearto have a largerappetitefor
growth stocks with relativelylow book-to-marketratios. The book-to-market
ratios of about4.5% of the funds fall in the lowest decile, representingabout
16

If anything,the comparisonwith respect to size understatesthe difference in dollar magnitudesbecause we
use percentile rankings.For instance, at year end 1997 the weighted average size for the S&P 500 is about
$47 billion, whereas the weighted average size for the mutual fund sample is roughly half as large ($26
billion).
17In the calculations all stocks with negative book values are excluded.
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3.2% of total holdings. Put anotherway, the holdings of the funds that are
relatively more growth-orientedare almost twice the holdings of the valueorientedfunds, even though the underlyinginvestablepools in the index have
virtuallythe same amounts.
2.4 Past stock return
A close cousin of the investment strategy based on book-to-marketis a
strategybased on long-horizon past returns[see, for example, DeBondt and
Thaler(1985), Chopra,Lakonishok,and Ritter(1992)]. Hence, anothercharacteristic that funds may be taking into account when selecting their portfolios is a stock's past rate of return.Panel C of Table4 reportsthe distribution
of funds classified by past three-yearreturns.Specifically the characteristic
under considerationis the weighted average (across all of a fund's holdings)
of the returnbeginning four years and ending one year ago.
In panel C the superfundand the S&P 500 index have the same weighted
average rank on past three-year return (0.63). The index is periodically
revised, however, and stocks that have done well are more likely to be introduced. Accordingly, the fact that the two portfolios share the same rank is
more impressive than it may seem at first, given that there are delays in
turningover fund portfolios.
When we compare funds' willingness to take relatively extreme bets,
the results for past losers (with low past returns) parallel those for deepvalue stocks. The bottom four deciles contain roughly 27% of the value of
the index. However, funds falling into these deciles account for only 3% of
fund holdings. In short, there are few takers for strategies based on either
deep-value or long-termreversals.
Strategies that focus on deep-value stocks and past losers both tend to
select stocks that are out of favor with the market. In other words, a fund
manager would be hard-pressedto provide a persuasive conventionalrationale to investors to justify these holdings. The evidence in Table 4 is consistent with the conjecturethat fund managersshun strategiesbased on such
apparentlyunattractivestocks, possibly due to personal career risks. Furthermore,studies in psychology suggest that individualstend to extrapolate
past patternstoo far into the future. Hence, fund managers may be assuming that the poor past performanceof deep-value stocks and past losers will
persist and avoid such securities.
From this perspective, stocks that have performedwell in the past should
be easier to justify and hence relatively more attractiveto fund managers.
Panel C confirms a sharp disparity between funds' appetites for long-term
past losers and past winners. The top two deciles are comparable to the
bottom four deciles in terms of percentagesof the value of the index (the top
two deciles representabout25%). This end of the distributionis more popular
with funds. Funds placed in these two deciles hold about 10% of total fund
equity investments.
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Intriguingly,there is one set of past winners where the evidence on profitability and the availabilityof an attractivestory happilycoincide. Jegadeesh
and Titman (1993) and Chan, Jegadeesh, and Lakonishok(1996) find price
continuations over intermediatehorizons. Panel D provides results based
on the weighted average of the past year's return on a fund's holdings.
In the aggregate funds are more tilted toward past winners than the index.
The weighted average rank for the superfundis 0.62 comparedto 0.60 for
the index. Further,quite a few funds position themselves in the upperdeciles
of the distribution.About 11% of funds fall in the top two deciles, and they
make up roughly 9% of total fund holdings. Grinblatt,Titman,and Wermers
(1995) find that funds tend to follow momentum strategies.Our suggestion
here is that the attractivenessof this strategydovetails neatly with behavioral
or agency considerationsas well.
2.5 Interpretation
To sum up, funds' styles generally do not deviate notably from a widely
followed benchmark,such as the S&P 500. Although there are many small
capitalizationfunds, the bulk of fund assets is invested in the largest stocks.
Though funds generally tend not to take extreme bets (relative to the S&P
500 benchmark)in terms of either book-to-marketratios or past return,they
have a tendency to favor glamour stocks and past winners. Put anotherway,
funds seemed to be averse to strategiesinvolving deep value stocks or longterm past losers. Viewed in this light, it may not be a complete surprisethat
historicallyfew mutualfunds consistently outperformedmarketbenchmarks.
Similar findings have been made about the investment styles of pension
fund managers [Lakonishok,Shleifer, and Vishny (1997)]. In the pension
fund industry,multiple intermediaryparties are involved in investmentdecision making.Accordingly,there is more scope for money managersto follow
theirown self-interests,with adverseconsequencesfor portfolioperformance.
The key finding in this section is that althoughintermediariesplay a smaller
role in the mutualfund industry,the evidence for nonperformancedistortions
persists.
Severalreasons may explain why both pension fund and mutualfund managers have some preferencefor glamour stocks and past winners.18Because
glamour stocks generally have a record of good past returns, a tilt toward
glamour may appearto be safe from the standpointof personal career risk.
Extrapolativebiases may also lead managersto favor stocks with strongpast
performance.To the extent that funds tend to herd, possibly as a result of
the focus on relativeperformance,selecting stocks that have done well in the
18It should be noted that some mutualfund

managersalso providemoney managementservices to pension plans.
To avoid complaintsfrom clients, a managergenerally seeks to avoid large dispersionacross the performance
of the differentaccounts. In many cases this might mean that the same stocks are selected for differentclients'
portfolios.As a resultthe nonperformanceconsiderationsapparentin the pension plan accountsmay spill over
to the mutualfund accounts.
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past would also representa prudentchoice. Fund managers'decisions may be
swayed by analyst recommendations.Researchreportsfrom brokeragefirms
are widely disseminated,and there is some evidence that analysts are more
likely to favor glamour stocks and past winners [Stickel (1997)]. Additionally, the fact that analysts recommendsuch stocks may provide a convenient
rationalizationfor a managerto tilt towardthese stocks. Another possibility
is the perceptionthat value strategiestake a long time to become profitable,
whereas glamour stocks and past winners at least have price momentum
working in their favor over the intermediateterm. Finally, there may be an
element of hubrisin fund managers'dispositiontowardglamourstocks. Insofar as a relatively largercomponentof the valuationsof growth stocks is tied
to intangiblefuture prospects,there may be more room for superioranalysis
to detect and take advantageof such opportunities.
Another explanation for funds' tendency to bunch at the center is that
fund managersfollow strategiesthat cannot be easily summarizedby a single characteristic,such as book-to-marketor past stock return.Instead they
may focus on many other security characteristicsso that the end result is a
portfolio that does not deviate too much from a diversifiedbenchmarkindex.
It is also possible that managersrealize that superiorlong-termperformance
is unachievablein an efficient market, and hence many are closet indexers.
Finally, in the earlierpartof the sample period, fund managersmay not have
been awareof the existence of strategiesbased on deep value or overreaction,
and they may have been slow in adjustingtheir approaches.
3. Mutual Fund Factor Exposures
Table 5 provides anotherperspectiveon the distributionof fund styles from
the standpointof the three-factormodel
pt

-

rft = pa +

lp[rmt rft]+ ,2pSMB, + 133pHMLt+ Ept

(2)

based on monthly returns.Here rmt is the returnon the value-weightedportfolio of stocks that appearon both the CRSP and Compustatdatabases,and
SMBt and HMLtare the returnson zero-investmentfactor-mimickingportfolios for size and book-to-market.19
In our context, the estimates of P2p and
p3p serve as measures of fund p's orientationtoward firm size and book-tomarket.A positive (negative) 32p coefficient would mean the fund is oriented
toward small (large) stocks. Similarly, a positive (negative) coefficient 33p
indicates that the fund has a tilt towardvalue (growth) stocks.
Panel A of the table gives the distributionof funds' factor loadings. At
each calendaryear end, we estimate the three-factormodel for all funds with
19We thank Gene Fama for supplying the data on returnsfor the marketand the factor-mimickingportfolios.
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Table 5
Distribution of estimated factor loadings for mutual funds
Panel A: Distributionof factor loadings for mutualfunds
1 (low)
2
3
4
5
Loading on:
Market
0.510
Size
-0.263
Book-to-market -0.706

0.714
0.798
0.860
0.909
-0.140 -0.062
0.008
0.081
-0.412 -0.267 -0.155 -0.065

6

7

8

9

10 (high)

0.949
0.173
0.004

0.987
0.293
0.071

1.031
0.440
0.143

1.092
0.624
0.232

1.240
0.935
0.406

Panel B: Distributionof factor loadings for benchmarkindexes
R1V
R2G
R1G
Loading on:

R2V

S&P 500

Market
Size
Book-to-market

0.966
0.837
0.336

1.001
-0.215
-0.014

0.985
-0.164
-0.405

1.031
-0.103
0.374

1.095
0.989
-0.316

At the end of each year from 1978 to 1997 the following model is estimated for every fund with a complete history of monthly
returnsover the priorthree years: rpt- rft = ap + lp[rmt - rf] + P2pSMBt+ 33pHMLt+ept. rpt is the returnin month t for
fund p, rft is the returnon a one-monthTreasurybill, rmt is the returnon the value-weightedportfolio of stocks listed on both
the CRSP and COMPUSTATdatabases,and SMBt and HML, are the returnson zero-investmentfactor-mimickingportfolios
for size and book-to-market,respectively.Funds are assigned to decile portfolios based on the estimated coefficients from the
model and the equally weighted averagecoefficient across funds within a decile is calculated.The numbersreportedin panel A
are the weighted averagesacross years, where the weights are the numberof fund observationsavailablein that year.The factor
model regressionis also applied each year to several marketbenchmarks;averages over the sample period of the loadings for
the benchmarksare reportedin panel B. The benchmarkportfolios are the Russell 1000 GrowthIndex (R1G), the Russell 1000
Value Index (RIV), the Russell 2000 GrowthIndex (R2G), the Russell 2000 Value Index (R2V), and the S&P 500.

a complete history of returnsover the prior three years. Based on the estimated coefficients, funds are then assigned to deciles. Within each decile
we calculate the equally weighted average of the coefficient estimates; the
reportedvalues are the weighted averages over all years of the coefficients
(each year's weight is the relative numberof funds in the sample that year).
As a basis of comparison, panel B of the table reports estimates of the
three-factor model applied to popular market style indices including the
Russell 1000 Growth Index (denoted RIG), the Russell 1000 Value Index
(R1V), the Russell 2000 Growthand Value Indexes (R2G and R2V, respectively), and the S&P 500 index. The Russell indices are the most commonly
used style-based benchmarksfor performanceevaluation.20
The results for funds' style for size based on sensitivities generally agree
with our earlierfindingsbased on funds' holdings. In terms of the numberof
funds, a large fractionof fund portfolios loads more heavily on small stocks
than does the S&P 500 index. The S&P 500 index has an averagesensitivity
to the size factor of -0.215. On average 94% of funds have sensitivities
above this value. This finding is one reason why a typical fund finds it difficult to keep up with the S&P 500 when large stocks substantiallyoutperform
small stocks (as they did in 1998).
Funds' portfolio exposures are generally not heavily tilted toward either
value or growth. To evaluate the extent of departuresaway from the market
benchmarks,note that the bottom two deciles of funds have average HML
20Although historical returnsare available for all these composites, data on the historical composition of the
indices (required for calculating portfolio characteristics)is less readily available for the Russell indexes.
Accordingly,the comparisonsbased on portfolio characteristicsin the previous section use only the S&P 500
index. We defer a discussion of the relative merits of each approachto style identificationto a later section.
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loadings less than the sensitivity of the RIG (-0.405). At the other tail, the
sensitivity of the Russell 1000 value benchmarkis 0.374, and only the top
decile of funds has an averageHMLsensitivity largerthanthis. As in panel B
of Table 4, then, funds tend to cluster aroundthe benchmark,and, insofar as
they take extreme positions, they tilt towardgrowth ratherthan value.21
To sharpenthe last point, note that the Russell value and growth indexes
do not representportfolios that are especially slanted toward extreme value
or growth. Effectively half of the marketcapitalizationof the Russell 1000
index is assigned to the value index and half to the growth index. In this
sense, a fund does not have to take a very extreme position towardvalue or
growth to appearmore aggressive than the correspondingRussell indexes.
4. Fund Style and Fund Performance
The relation between a fund's style and its performanceappears to have
received little attention in prior research. One commonly voiced belief, at
least among practitionersin the pension fund industry,is that growth-oriented
managers are more likely to outperformtheir style benchmarks than are
value-orientedmanagers.22This section explores whether there is any difference across styles with respect to performance.
Table 6 provides estimates of alphas and loadings for portfolios of equity
funds that are sorted by size and book-to-marketcharacteristics.Specifically,
at the end of each year from 1984 to 1996 all funds are sorted by their
value-weightedaverage size rank characteristicand assigned to one of three
portfolios. The first group comprises funds rankedin the top 20% by their
size characteristic;the second group includes funds ranked in the middle
60%;the thirdgroupincludes funds rankedin the bottom20% by size. Within
each size classification we use the same procedure to sort funds by their
value-weighted average book-to-marketrank characteristicto one of three
portfolios. The categories are chosen so that we can break out funds that
take relativelyextremepositions with respect to size and book-to-market.For
each of the resulting nine portfolios, equally weighted returnsare calculated
over the subsequent 12 months, and the process is repeated. At the end
of the sample period a three-factormodel or a four-factormodel including
a momentum factor is applied to the complete history of returns on each
portfolio.23
21

We also replicatedour results using Sharpe's(1992) method of style identification.The general findings from
this approachand from the three-factormodel are similar.

22 See, for example, Coggin and Trzcinka(1997), who look at pension funds. Davis

(2001) also finds differences
in favor of growth-orientedmutualfunds based on alphas from the three-factormodel.
23The momentumfactoris measuredas the differencebetween the returnon the
top and bottomquintileportfolio
of stocks rankedby past one-year return.Equally weighted portfolios are formed at the end of each calendar
from
all
domestic
common
stocks
listed
on
the
New
York and American Stock Exchanges.
year
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Table 6
Mutual fund performance (percent per month) and loadings from three-factor and four-factor models,
classified by investment style
Rank on book-to-market
2

3 (growth)

Panel A: Fund performanceunder three-factormodel
0.000
Constant
1 (Large cap)
0.756*
Market
-0.150*
Size
0.118*
Book-to-market
-0.028
Constant
2 (Mid cap)
0.828*
Market
0.047*
Size
0.176*
Book-to-market
0.045
Constant
3 (Small cap)
0.871*
Market
0.618*
Size
0.219*
Book-to-market

-0.049
0.851*
-0.155*
-0.027
0.007
0.894*
0.080*
-0.084*
-0.005
1.012*
0.659*
-0.233*

0.007
0.897*
-0.169*
-0.306*
0.107
0.947*
0.245*
-0.525*
0.347*
1.063*
0.799*
-0.667*

Panel B: Fund performanceunder four-factormodel
Constant
1 (Large cap)
Market
Size
Book-to-market
Past return
Constant
2 (Mid cap)
Market
Size
Book-to-market
Past return
Constant
3 (Small cap)
Market
Size
Book-to-market
Past return

-0.051
0.851*
-0.154*
-0.026
0.002
-0.005
0.895*
0.094*
-0.076*
0.020*
-0.023
1.013*
0.679*
-0.222*
0.030

-0.005
0.898*
-0.156
-0.298*
0.020
0.076
0.949*
0.279*
-0.506*
0.051*
0.296*
1.067*
0.855*
-0.636*
0.084*

Rank on size

Loading on:

1 (value)

0.018
0.754*
-0.171*
0.107*
-0.031
-0.024
0.827*
0.042
0.173*
-0.008
0.061
0.870*
0.600*
0.210*
-0.026

At the end of each year from 1984 to 1996 all funds are sorted by the value-weightedaverage size rank from their portfolio
holdings and assigned to one of three portfolios. The first portfolio comprises funds ranked in the top 20% by size ranks;
the second portfolio includes funds ranked in the middle 60% by size ranks; the third portfolio includes funds ranked in the
bottom 20% by size ranks. Within each size classification all funds are also sorted by the value-weighted average book-tomarketranks from their portfolio holdings and assigned to one of three portfolios. The first portfolio includes funds ranked
in the top 20% by book-to-marketranks; the second portfolio includes funds ranked in the middle 60%; the third portfolio
contains funds rankedin the bottom 20% by book-to-marketranks. For each of the resulting nine portfolios, equally weighted
returnsare calculated over the subsequent 12 months. This table reports estimated factor loadings from a three-factortime
series regression(panel A) or a four-factortime-series regression (panel B) applied to the complete history of returnsof each
portfolio. A * indicates that the estimated coefficient is at least two standarderrors away from zero. Returns are expressed
as percent per month. In panel A, the model is rp - rft = ap +fllp[rmt- rft]+f32pSMBt +,33pHMLt + ept, using monthly
returnsover the sample period. Here rpt is the returnin month t for portfolio p, rft is the returnon a one-monthTreasurybill,
rmt is the returnon the value-weightedportfolio of stocks carriedon both the CRSP and COMPUSTATdatabases,and SMB,
and HMLt are the returnson zero-investmentfactor-mimickingportfolios for size and book-to-market.In panel B, the model
is rpt- rft = ap +P31p[rmt- rft]+12pSMBt + f3pHMLt + ,4pUMDt + Ept, where UMDt is the returnon a zero-investment
factor-mimickingportfolio for price momentum(returnover the prior year).

Panel A provides some indication that growth managers do better than
value managerson a style-adjustedbasis. The differencebetween the alphas
of the growth and value managers, for example, is positive in each of the
three size categories, averaging0.143% per month (or 1.7% per year). The
differentialis drivenby the small cap funds, where it amountsto 0.302% per
month. One explanationfor the performancegap between the two groups is
that growth funds buy stocks with good past performanceand hence benefit
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from momentumeffects. On the other hand momentumeffects work against
value funds, who are generally invested in past losers.
Panel B confirmsthat growth and value funds' sensitivities to the momentum factor differ in the hypothesizeddirection.Adjustingfor the momentum
factor using a four-factormodel benchmarkreduces the annualizedaverage
difference in the alpha to 1.2% in panel B. Intriguingly,therefore, growth
managers appear to generate stronger performance than value managers.
Growth stocks may predominantlyrepresent companies with few tangible
assets and where expectations about the future are more important(such as
science and technology stocks). In such cases growthfund managersperhaps
add value through specialized knowledge, particularlyfor smaller stocks,
which are less widely followed.
5. Shifts in Fund Style
Table 3 suggests that although funds are generally consistent in following a
style, there can be notable shifts in a fund's style (as reflectedin the average
absolute differences between a fund's style rank over two periods). Drifts in
style may arise because managersvary their style exposures in anticipation
of high returnsto a particularstyle, or because they gravitateto whichever
style happens to be in favor. Additionally, shifts in fund style may reflect
managers' career concerns arising from agency considerations.Funds that
are performingpoorly face the prospect of losing clients; hence, managers
may come under pressure to try a different approach.For this reason, we
also see whethera fund's past performanceis associated with shifts in style.
5.1 Style timing
Henriksson and Merton (1981) suggest the following model, which allows
for timing ability on each of the differentfactors:
rpt- rf = ap + /3lp[rm - rft]+ [2pSMBt + f-3pHMLt
+ 34p max(0, rmt- rft) + /5p max(0, SMBt)

+

/6p

max(0, HML,) + Ep,.

(3)

Equation(3) assumes that funds select one of two values for their exposure
to a style, depending on whether the style factor is expected to perform
favorablyor not. In the case of the marketfactor,for example, funds' market
exposure is either /Il during down-marketmonths when the returnon the
marketfalls below the Treasurybill return,or 3lp+ 34p in up-marketmonths
when the return on the market exceeds the Treasurybill return. Part 1 of
Table 7 provides estimates of Equation(3) for the equally weighted portfolio
of mutual funds.
As in previousstudies of market-timingby funds [Henriksson(1984), Connor and Korajczyk(1991), Ferson and Schadt (1996)], we find no evidence
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Table 7
Style timing ability of mutual funds
Panel A: Factor loadings for all months
Variable

Constant

rm- rf

SMB

HML

[r - rf]+

[SMB]+

0.060
0.840
0.182
-0.065
-0.011
(0.61)
(38.16)
(4.69)
(-1.30)
(-0.27)
Panel B: Factorloadings for months sorted by HML
Variable

0.011
(0.17)

[HML]+
0.004
(0.05)

Adjusted R2
0.974

Months sorted by HML

Constant

rm-rf

SMB

HML

Adjusted R2

1 (low)

-0.551
(-2.54)
0.027
(0.15)
0.378

0.808
(29.94)
0.856
(24.79)
0.843

0.185
(4.99)
0.099
(1.90)
0.241

-0.296
(-3.47)
0.060
(0.26)
-0.311

0.972

(1.62)

(30.80)

(6.28)

(- 1.23)

0.076
(0.28)

0.833
(36.38)

0.197
(5.23)

-0.069
(-0.88)

2
3
4 (high)

0.947
0.966
0.978

Equally weighted returns are calculated across all mutual funds with available data in each month from 1983 to 1997. In
panel A, the following time-series regressionis estimated for the equally weighted fund portfolio using all months: rpt- r =
]+ + 35p[SMBt]++ 36p[HML,]+ +ept, where rpt is the returnin
ap +lip[rmt-rft ]+2pSMBt +3pHMLt +14p[rm-rf
month t for fund p, rf is the returnon a one-monthTreasurybill, rmt is the returnon the value-weightedportfolio of stocks
listed on both the CRSP and COMPUSTATdatabases,and SMBt and HMLt are the returnson zero-investmentfactor-mimicking
portfolios for size and book-to-market,respectively.For variable x, the timing variable [xt]+ is defined to be max(0, xt). In
panel B of the table, monthly returnson the fund portfolio are sorted into four groups, based on the contemporaneousreturn
on HML, the Fama-Frenchbook-to-marketfactor portfolio. Group 1 (group 4) comprises the 25% of months with the lowest
(highest) returnson HML. A three-factormodel, as in panel A but with the timing variables omitted, is fitted to fund returns
using each of the four sets of returns.The average returnon HML across months in group 1 (the 25% of months with the
lowest returnon HML)is -2.69%; in group 2 is -0.60%; in group 3 is 0.84%; in group 4 is 3.29%. t-statistics are reportedin
parentheses.Returnsare measuredas percentper month.

that the equally weighted fund portfolio is able to time the market factor.
The estimatedtiming coefficient is actually negative (-0.011), althoughit is
not reliably differentfrom zero. Similarly,the timing coefficients for the size
and book-to-marketfactors are both close to zero.
There is much interest in timing the value-growthfactor, so in Part 2 of
Table 7 we provide another test for funds' ability to time HML. If there
is such ability, funds should raise their exposure to HML in months when
the return to HML is high. Accordingly, in Part 2 of Table 7 we sort all
months in the sample period into quartilesbased on the returnon HML.The
observationsin group 1, for instance, make up the 25% of months with the
lowest values for HML, or when glamour stocks do best relative to value
stocks. The three-factormodel is then fitted to each set of monthly returns.24
We check for style timing by seeing if the fund portfolio's loading on
HML increases across the four sets of monthly observations.With only one
exception the coefficient on HML is negative, so the fund portfolio tends to
covary with glamourstocks (in line with the resultsfrom Table4). Theredoes
24

Splitting the sample period into subsets reduces the number of observations used to fit each regression.
Furthermore,sorting months by HML tends to diminish the variability in HML within each subset. As a
result, the loadings on the value factor in the subperiodregressionsare generally measuredimprecisely.
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not appear to be any systematic patternin the loading on HML across the
four regressions.25
5.2 Style shifts and past performance
Although most funds may be consistent in following a particularstyle, there
may be specific instances in which funds are more prone to switch styles. In
particular,a fund managerwith poor past performancemay be more likely to
cave in to pressuresto drop a style that has apparentlybeen unsuccessful and
try something different.To test this conjecture,we sort funds into portfolios
on the basis of a two-way within-groupclassification. The first sort is by a
fund's past performance(the compoundreturnon the fund over the past two
years), and the second sort is by the fund's portfolio characteristic(either
size or book-to-market).We then compareeach group's currentstyle with its
future style measuredin the subsequentyear.
In the classification by past fund return,there are four groups: group 1
(winners) comprises the 20% of funds with the highest past return;group 2
comprises funds ranked in the eighth to sixth deciles by past fund return;
group 3 comprises funds rankedin the fifth to thirddeciles; group 4 (losers)
includes the 20% of funds with the lowest past return. The second sort
by portfolio characteristicassigns a fund to one of three groups. Group 1
includes funds ranked in the top 30% on the relevant characteristic(either
size or book-to-market);group 2 includes the intermediate40% of the ranked
funds;group 3 includes the funds rankedin the bottom 30% by the characteristic. For each of the resulting 12 portfolios, the simple averageof the size or
book-to-marketcharacteristicacross all componentfunds is calculatedat the
portfolio formation year end to give the portfolio's currentstyle and at the
end of the subsequent year to give its future style. Each fund's characteristic is based on its most recently reportedholdings prior to the year-end.
The averageacross all portfolio formationyears (weighted by the numberof
fund observationsin each year) is reportedin Table 8, as well as the average
across all funds in each portfolio of the absolute differencebetween past and
future characteristics.
There are notable shifts with respect to book-to-marketin panel B. The
averageabsolute differenceis 0.077 across all past winners and 0.1 across all
past losers. Funds with poor returnsare thus alteringtheir styles, particularly
with respect to book-to-market.From an investor'sstandpoint,the table suggests that a fund managerwho has performedpoorly is more prone to style
drift, thereby upsettingthe structureof the investor'soverall portfolio.26
25

We obtain similar results on the absence of style timing ability from Treynor-Mazuyquadraticregression
models. Additional results (not reported,for the sake of brevity) suggest that funds are unable to time the
size factor.

26

Lynch and Musto (2000) also find evidence that funds with poor past performanceare more likely to switch
styles.
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Table 8
Shifts in mutual fund style, classified by prior fund performance
Rank on:
Past return

Size

Past
2-year
return

Past
size
rank

Panel A: Fund style with respect to size
1 (winner) 1 (large cap) 34.38 0.730
2 (mid cap)
35.94 0.411
3 (small cap) 36.88 0.133
2
1
23.19 0.860
2
23.21 0.567
23.20 0.216
3
1
16.04 0.858
3
15.92 0.566
2
15.63 0.226
3
1 (large cap)
6.99 0.755
4 (loser)
2 (mid cap)
5.36 0.369
2.65 0.116
3 (small cap)

Mean
Future
Mean
Past
Future
absolute
book-tobook-tosize
absolute
rank difference marketrank marketrank difference
0.708
0.412
0.153
0.838
0.566
0.228
0.832
0.581
0.237
0.734
0.384
0.132

0.065
0.065
0.041
0.050
0.074
0.051
0.060
0.089
0.050
0.091
0.078
0.035

0.581
0.553
0.534
0.568
0.553
0.502
0.501
0.522
0.445
0.415
0.379
0.397

0.596
0.572
0.549
0.566
0.558
0.516
0.493
0.508
0.449
0.386
0.362
0.399

0.073
0.081
0.074
0.072
0.095
0.102
0.086
0.091
0.111
0.103
0.102
0.095

Panel B: Fund style with respect to book-to-market
35.16 0.400 0.397
1 (winner) 1 (value)
2 (medium)
34.80 0.469 0.468
37.52 0.405 0.407
3 (growth)
1
23.14 0.566 0.567
2
2
23.11 0.579 0.576
3
23.38 0.504 0.495
1
15.69 0.565 0.572
3
2
16.09 0.597 0.591
15.76 0.490 0.494
3
1 (value)
4.74 0.423 0.433
4 (loser)
2 (medium)
5.03 0.449 0.455
5.50 0.364 0.360
3 (growth)

0.050
0.057
0.066
0.053
0.059
0.068
0.071
0.067
0.067
0.078
0.074
0.055

0.830
0.548
0.277
0.820
0.551
0.245
0.765
0.488
0.215
0.648
0.381
0.146

0.821
0.556
0.331
0.781
0.548
0.306
0.705
0.481
0.265
0.572
0.386
0.171

0.060
0.079
0.092
0.075
0.093
0.101
0.094
0.094
0.098
0.120
0.105
0.074

At the end of each year from 1984 to 1994 every fund with available data is assigned to 1 of 12 portfolios on the basis
of a two-way within-groupclassification. Each portfolio's past style with respect to size or book-to-marketis then compared
with its future style. In panel A, a fund is assigned to a portfolio on the basis of its past two-year compound returnand its
value-weighted average firm size characteristic.In panel B, the classification is by past two-year compound return and the
fund's value-weightedaveragebook-to-marketcharacteristic.In the classificationby past return,there are four groups:Group 1
(winners)comprisesthe 20% of funds with the highest past return;group 2 comprises funds rankedin the eighth to sixth deciles
by past fund return;group 3 comprises funds ranked in the fifth to third deciles of past return;group 4 (losers) includes the
20% of funds with the lowest past return.Within each of these four groups, funds are sorted by their value-weightedaverage
characteristic(size or book-to-market)and assigned to one of three groups. Group 1 includes funds rankedin the top 30% on
the relevantcharacteristic;group 2 includes the intermediate40% of the rankedfunds; group 3 includes the funds rankedin
the bottom 30% by the characteristic.For each of the resulting 12 portfolios, the simple averageof the size or book-to-market
characteristicranks across all member funds is calculated at the portfolio formationyear end to give the portfolio's past style
and at the end of the subsequent year to give its future style. Each fund's characteristicrank is based on its most recently
reportedholdings priorto the year end. The weighted averageacross all portfolio formationyears is reportedin the table, where
the weights are the numberof fund observationsin each year. Also reportedis the weighted average over years of the mean
absolute differences between the past and future characteristicranks across all funds within a portfolio.

The style shifts for poorly performingfunds are drivenby the behaviorof
value funds. The average absolute difference for style ranks with respect to
book-to-marketis 0.12 for value funds with poor past performance,compared
to 0.06 for value funds with good past performance.Valuestrategiesgenerally
entail investing in stocks that are out of favor. When performancehas been
poor, the managerof a value fund may have even less stomach for holding
"ugly"stocks that,unlike more glamorousissues, do not come with appealing
stories to justify their holding.
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6. Comparing Approaches to Style Measurement
The previous sections drew on two approachesto style analysis based on
eitherportfoliocharacteristicsor factorloadings. Each approachhas its merits
and drawbacks.
Because a fund's holdings provide a snapshotof its investmentsat a given
date, the characteristicsof its portfolio should yield an up-to-date indicator of its investmentstyle. However, long time-series data on fund holdings
are more difficult to obtain. When available, the holdings data are sampled
relativelyinfrequently.Operationally,the need to matchthese data with information, such as the book value of equity or earnings, from COMPUSTAT
introducesadditionalcomplexity.
The merit of the loadings-based approachis that it is grounded on the
behaviorof realized fund returns,which are more readily accessible. On the
other hand, a long record of past returnsis needed for the factor loadings
to be estimatedreliably.In this respect the returnearned on the fund several
years ago may say little about its currentstyle.
In additional,unreportedwork we examine the correlationsbetween style
ranks based on either portfolio characteristicsor return loadings. The two
approachesgenerally give similar readings of a fund's investmentstyle. For
instance, the correlation between the characteristics-basedstyle rank and
loadings-based rank is 83% for size and 76% for book-to-market.On the
other hand the correlationsbetween currentand future styles are generally
higher under the characteristics-basedapproach. The correlations between
currentand futurestyles are about 70% when loadings are used (see Table 3)
and about 80% when characteristicsare used. Furthermore,the averageabsolute differences between currentand future style ranks are generally smaller
when portfolio characteristicsare used. These findings suggest that fund
styles may be measuredmore precisely using portfolio characteristics.
In specific cases, however, the two approaches can give very different
readings.These instances are interestingbecause they provide a naturalarena
to stress-testthe two approachesand evaluatetheirperformance.Accordingly,
we examine instances where the two approachesare most at odds with one
another(for example, a fund is deeply value-orientedbased on loadings but
deeply growth-orientedbased on portfolio characteristics).The evidence in
the previous sections suggests that funds display less persistencewith respect
to book-to-market,so we focus on this style dimension.
At each year end in the sampleperiod we breakout those funds thatdisplay
the largest positive or negative differences between their style ranks under
the two approaches.Panel A of Table 9 examines funds that are classified
as value under the characteristics-basedapproachbut that are classified as
growth under the loadings-based approach (so they receive high ranks on
their portfolios' book-to-marketratios, but low ranks on their loadings on
HML).Similarlypanel B looks at misclassificationswhere the characteristicsbased approachindicatesa growthfund, whereasthe loadings-basedapproach
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Table 9
Return prediction errors (percent per month) from style classification models based on characteristics
and based on loadings
Characteristics-basedapproach
Months sorted
by HML

Funds'
actual return

Predicted
return

Error

Absolute
error

Loadings-basedapproach
Predicted
return

Error

Absolute
error

Panel A: Funds classified as value-orientedbased on characteristicsbut growth-orientedbased on loadings
1.693
1.394
7.564 -0.993
6.213
0.358
1 (lowest)
6.571
1.711
4.720 -0.914
4.025
-0.219
1.396
2
3.806
1.702
1.395
6.142 -0.954
5.189
5.119
0.070
Average
1.857
-5.132
0.975
-4.001
-0.156
1.614
-4.157
3
1.056
1.674
1.345
-1.656
-0.814
0.214
-0.600
4 (highest)
1.766
1.016
-3.394
1.480
-1.894
-0.485
-2.379
Average
Panel B: Funds classified as growth-orientedbased on characteristicsbut value-orientedbased on loadings
2.139
5.483
1.140
1.430
7.219
-0.596
6.624
1 (lowest)
0.739
1.140
1.304
4.013
4.752
5.384
-0.633
2
0.940
1.640
1.367
4.748
6.302
-0.615
5.688
Average
1.731
1.359
-0.631
-3.822
0.425
-4.878
-4.453
3
2.421
1.620
-2.036
-1.498
-0.743
-3.534
-2.791
4 (highest)
2.076
1.490
-2.929
-1.065
-0.159
-3.994
-3.835
Average
At the end of each year from 1984 to 1995 two approachesare used to measure styles and to predict returnsof mutual funds.
Each fund's style with respect to book-to-marketis measured using either the characteristicsof its portfolio holdings (the
characteristicsapproach)or its past returns(the loadings approach).Based on the differences between the style measuresunder
the two approaches,two sets of funds are selected: the 10%of funds with the largest discrepanciesin their style classifications
such that they are classified as value-orientedbased on characteristicsbut growth-orientedbased on loadings (panel A), and
the 10% of funds with the largest discrepancies such that they are classified as growth-orientedbased on characteristicsbut
value-orientedbased on loadings (panel B). To be eligible for this analysis a fund must have at most 5% of its net assets held
as cash. The two proceduresfor measuringfund style are as follows. The characteristics-basedapproachis based on the fund
portfolio's weighted average size or book-to-market(where the weights are the proportionof fund net assets held in the stock).
The portfolio characteristicsare calculated at each calendar year end based on the most recent prior data on its holdings. The
loadings-basedapproachis based on the estimatedcoefficients for the size and book-to-marketfactorsfrom a three-factormodel
regression using the past three years of monthly fund returns.Under either procedure,the measures (portfolio characteristics
or estimated loadings) for all funds are rankedat the evaluation year and rescaled from zero (the lowest-rankedfund) to one
(the highest-rankedfund). Given a fund's style classification,future fund returnsare predictedundereach approach.Under the
holdings-basedapproach,each stock in a fund's portfolio is matched with a portfolio of stocks having the same quintile rank
on size and on book-to-market.The fund's predictedreturnis the value-weightedreturnon the matching portfolio given the
componentstocks' realized futurereturns.Under the returns-basedapproach,a fund's predictedreturnis based on the estimated
loadings over the prior three-year period and the mimicking portfolios' realized future returns. Results of the predictions
(averagedover all test years) are presentedfor the two months with the lowest returnand for the two months with the highest
return (out of the 24 months following the test year end) on HML, the mimicking portfolio for the book-to-marketfactor.
Summarystatistics are presentedfor the actual returnon the funds (in percent per month) and, for each predictionmodel, the
predictedreturn,error(actualminus predictedreturn)and absoluteerror.Returnsand errorsare measuredas percentper month.

indicates a value fund. The characteristics-basedapproachuses funds' most
recently reportedportfolio holdings prior to the year end, and the loadingsbased approachuses estimatesfrom a three-factormodel over the priorthreeyear period.
We then see which approachdoes a betterjob in predictingthe subsequent
returnson these two sets of funds. To magnify potentialcontrastswe examine
forecastingperformancein those monthsfor which thereis a large differential
between the returns on value and growth stocks. Specifically, out of the
following two years we pick out the two months with the highest realized
returnsand the two months with the lowest realized returnson HML (so we
are looking at roughly the 10% most extreme observationsin each tail of
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the distribution).27The approachthat gives the lower average forecast error
would be the one that does a better job in describing mutual fund styles.
Returns are predicted in our experiment as follows. In the characteristicsbased approach,we match each stock in a fund's portfolio with an equally
weighted portfolio of stocks falling in the same quintile of size and bookto-market. The predicted return for the stock is the future return realized
on the matching portfolio.28In the loadings-based approach,the predicted
returnuses the fund's three-factormodel loadings estimated over the prior
three years and the realized futurereturnson the mimicking portfolios. Note
that under either approachthe relevant parameters(either characteristicsor
loadings) are measured over a period that is disjoint from the prediction
period.
In Panel A the characteristics-basedapproachyields mean errorsthat are
closer to zero. The realized averagereturnis 5.19% in those subsequenttwo
months where growth stocks do best relative to value stocks.29The fitted
return under the characteristics-basedapproach is 5.12% with an average
error of 0.07%. On the other hand the loadings-based approach yields a
fitted returnof 6.14% and the error averages -0.95%. Conversely,in those
subsequenttwo months where value stocks do best relative to growth stocks,
the funds' actual returnsaverage -2.38%. Average errorsare closer to zero
under the characteristics-basedapproach(-0.49%) than under the loadingsbased approach(1.02%).30The average absolute errorsin panel A also tend
to be lower under the characteristics-basedapproach(for example, 1.40%
versus 1.70% in the two months with the lowest averageHML).3'
Panel B of the table also yields a favorableverdict for the characteristicsbased approach.32Over the two months with the lowest values of HML, the
averagepredictionerrorunderthe characteristics-basedapproachis -0.62%,
which is closer to zero than the 0.94% error under the loadings-based
27

Because we focus on months with extreme returns, the behavior of the cash portion of funds' portfolios
becomes important.Accordingly, we limit our sample of funds to those which are holding less than 5% of
their portfolios in cash. Additionally,to mitigate the impact of the idiosyncraticcomponent of fund returns,
we only consider funds with at least 25 stocks in their portfolios.
28 Stocks eligible for the matching portfolios comprise all domestic equities listed on the NYSE, AMEX, and
Nasdaq markets. These are ranked independentlyby size and book-to-marketeach calendar year end and
assigned to quintiles, where the quintile breakpointsuse only NYSE issues.
29The

average style rank on book-to-marketfor the sample of funds in panel A is 0.68 based on holding
characteristicsand 0.30 based on loadings.

30As other studies [see, for example, Chan, Karceski, and Lakonishok (1998)] have found, months with the
largest outperformanceof value stocks relative to glamour stocks are generally down-marketmonths. As a
result the fund returnsfor the two months with the highest values of HMLare generallynegative. As a further
illustrationof this point, the average returnon the Russell 1000 Growth Index is -2.31% for these months,
whereas the averagereturnon the Russell 1000 Value Index is -0.24%.
31 The noise component in monthly returnsis large. Although this averages out across months when we work

with mean errors, this will not be the case when we work with the absolute errors.This helps explain why
the differences across the two approachesare smaller when we compare the average absolute errors.

32

On average, the funds in this panel have an average style rank of 0.29 on book-to-marketbased on fund
holdings, and an average style rank of 0.68 based on loadings.
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approach.In the two monthswith the highest values of HML,the corresponding mean errorsare -0.16% and -1.07%. In short,when the two approaches
give conflicting readings on a fund's style, the approachbased on characteristics more closely matches funds' subsequentactual performance.
7. Conclusion
Our analysis of mutualfund investmentstyles provides new evidence on two
issues: What is the product offered by equity mutual funds, and are fund
managers' style choices colored by nonperformanceconsiderations?We use
style dimensions that draw on prior empirical research on the sources of
returncovariationand that are standardpractice in the investmentmanagement industry.In addition,we employ two proceduresfor style identification:
One is based on the characteristicsof fund portfolio holdings; the other is
based on estimated loadings from factor models.
Size and book-to-marketare useful descriptorsof fund styles. In particular, a style model based on these factors (in addition to the market factor)
does about as well as more complicated,high-dimensionalmodels. There is
generally consistency in funds' styles, furthervalidatingthe use of size and
book-to-market.Importantly,such consistency existed in the early partof the
sample period before investment style analysis became popular, suggesting
that size and book-to-marketcorrespondto how fund managersstructuretheir
portfolios.
Most mutualfunds adopt styles thatbunch aroundan overall marketindex,
with few funds taking extreme positions away from the index. When funds
deviate from the index, they are more likely to favor growth over value and
high past returnover low past return.For example, only 10% of funds on
average have larger exposures to the book-to-marketfactor than the Russell
1000 Value Index, even though the latter index does not representan overly
aggressive bet on value stocks. Roughly twice as many funds, on the other
hand, are more aggressive on the growth dimension than the Russell 1000
GrowthIndex.
Evidently a fund manager who chooses to be bold finds it safer to err
on the side of growth. Intriguingly,similar findings-bunching at the center
and a tendency to favor glamour stocks-have been found for pension fund
managerstyles [see Lakonishok,Shleifer, and Vishny (1997)]. We conjecture
that the glamourbias may be due at least in partto agency as well as behavioral considerations.Growthstocks generallyhave a favorablehistory of past
returnsand hence may appearto be safer choices as far as managers' personal careerrisks are concerned.The preferencefor growth stocks may also
reflect a behavioraltrait, such as fund managers'extrapolativebias. Herding
pressures,arising for example from the practiceof relativeperformanceevaluation, would also motivatemanagersto select stocks that have done well in
the past. Hubrismay lead managersto think that they have superiorabilities
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to detect intangible growth opportunities,thereby predisposingthem toward
growth stocks.
Our findings have importantimplicationsfor evaluatingfund performance
and also for controlling the risk of the investor's overall portfolio. In particular, our results on the distributionof fund styles suggest that the overall tilt
toward glamour investing may be one reason why historically so few funds
consistently beat a broad passive benchmark.
Comparing the style-adjusted performance of value and growth funds,
there is some evidence that growthmanagerson averagedo betterthan value
managers.After adjustingfor the Fama-Frenchfactors and a momentumfactor, growth managers outperformvalue managers by about 1.2% per year
on average. This result is driven by small capitalizationfunds, where the
difference in alphas is 2.82% per year under a four-factormodel.
In the aggregatefunds do not appearto be able to time movements in the
style factors.Accordingly,from the standpointof an investor'soverall portfolio, drifts in style introducevariabilitythat deserves monitoring.Style shifts
are most apparentin the case of funds with poor past performance.This finding is consistent with agency or behavioralconsiderationsin fund management. The managerof a poorly performingfund may face strongerpressures
to try something different,or to follow the crowd and adopt whichever style
has been more successful. Because value funds tend to hold stocks that are
out of favor, managersof value funds with low past returnsmay be particularly susceptible to such pressures.There is some evidence that value funds
that have done poorly are more prone to adjusttheir styles and become more
growth-oriented.Managersof growth funds with poor past performance,on
the other hand, tend to stick with their style.
The two approaches to style identification (portfolio characteristicsand
factor sensitivities) generally give similar readings of a fund's style. However when they give differentindicationsof fund style, the approachbased on
characteristicson averagegives more accuratepredictionsof futurefund returns. Although the approachbased on factor sensitivities is directly based
on the behaviorof fund returns,it requiresa relatively long time-series (and
hence may not provide a sufficientlytimely measure)and is subject to measurementerror.
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